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Henri Matisse (1869-1954), one of the most influential 
artists of the 20th Century, attached fundamental 
importance to his drawings, in particular to the 
ÂThemes et VariationsÊ series. These were made 
following a precise method starting with arduous life 
studies and evolving into brilliant spontaneous 
creations. A recently „rediscovered‰ 1946 archival 
documentary film showing the artist drawing four 
portraits was shot in such a way as to allow a detailed 
eye-hand interaction analysis of the process by which 
the artist translated visual information from the 
external world into marks on the paper. Together with 
the artistÊs own remarks made throughout his lifetime, 
the results provide us with a cognitive interpretation of 
MatisseÊs drawing method and a tantalizing insight into 
his creative method.
The talk will be introduced by a description of how eye and 
hand movement studies and brain imaging investigation are 
used to understand the activity of drawing. A demonstration 
of an eye tracker experiment will follow the talk (time 
allowing).
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